Joint Working Group Meeting for Ports, Multimodal Terminals and Inland waterways of the North Sea Mediterranean and Atlantic Core Network Corridors

Paris, 9-10 March 2016

9th March 2016

Venue:
Head office of HAROPA - Port de Paris
Building “Cap 15”, 1 quai de Grenelle, 75 015 Paris,
Métro line 6 (station Bir Hakeim) or RER C (station Champs de Mars-Tour Eiffel)

Agenda:
9h30- 10h00: Introduction by the coordinators and Prefet F.Philizot, coordinator appointed by the French Government for projects on Seine River

10h-11h: The Seine River Valley connected to the two corridors (AURH + VNF) [chaired by Prof. Péter Balázs]
- IWW integrated system Seine and Canal Seine-Nord (Nicolas Bour, VNF)
- Presentation of the EU Project Weastflows and its stakes: On-going projects and missing links to implement a West – East freight axis (Juliette Duszynski, AURH)
- Integration of Maritime Ports and Inland Waterways: a European perspective (Remi Mayet, DG Move)

11h-12h: Ports as actors of sustainable urban logistics (HAROPA+SOGARIS Paris) [chaired by Prof. Carlo Secchi]
- Urban ports as part of a network (M. Garrido, HAROPA)
- Presentation of technical solutions for last mile delivery
- The concept of “Logistic Hotel” (C.Rippert, Sogaris Paris)

12h- 13h: Lunch

13h00-15h00: Port & logistics financing – opportunities and good practices for IFIs - Innovative Financial instruments and EFSI [Chaired by DG MOVE.B Director, Olivier Onidi, with EIB, EU Commission (CEF Unit), Project promoters]
- Opening by the EIB - EFSI for ports and dedicated platforms for sea and IWW navigation (15’)
  Showcase of Port financing
  - Dublin Port case (15’)
  - Spanish ports accessibility fund (15’)
  - Overview of EIB activities for Ports and logistics

Debate

15h00- 17h00: European Coordinators: connectivity of the two corridors (short description) 15’
Round table with suppliers
Round Table with Y.Alix (animator)
- André Thinières, Objectif OFP
- Michel Valache, Veolia
- Etienne Fromentin, UNICEM Normandie
- Pascal Hamet, Eiffage
- Jean-Paul Lafitte, Paris Seine Normandie
- Benoît Melonio, C-Discount
- Lydia Mykolenko, Institut d’Aménagement et d’Urbanisme d’Ile-de-France

Part 1: Establishing complementarity between the two corridors
Part 2: Problems and solutions for last mile delivery

17h-17h30: conclusions/ wrap up by the coordinators

10th March 2016

8h : Departure from Paris to Le Havre by bus

10h30- 12h30 : Visit of new infrastructure of Port 2000 at Le Havre

12h30 - 13h30: Lunch at Le Havre

14h-16h10: Return to Paris by bus / train and end of the working group.